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coast phase, the missile must satisfy certain altitude and flight
path angle conditions dictated by the terminal guidance requirements. The case of flight in a vertical plane will be considered here, The optimal control problem considered is

mm --LwsS2(tf) - \ tf
2

subject to the differential constraints

S=

V- — D/m — #sin7, 7 = g/ V( n —

(11)
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Final time tf is given. Here S is down range distance, h
altitude, F airspeed, 7 flight-path angle, D aerodynamic drag,
g acceleration due to gravity, m missile mass, and q dynamic
pressure n is the load factor, the control variable in the present
problem. Ws and Wq are weights on final range and dynamic
pressure. The aerodynamic drag is modeled as
D = qsCDQ(M)+K(M)m2gn22/qs
In the above expression,, s is the reference area, CDQ the zerolift drag coefficient, AT the induced drag coefficient and Mis
the Mach number. Load factor, the control variable, is constrained as
lAzl<ranax
The initial conditions on all the state variables are given, while
only the final altitude and flight path angle are specified. The
quasi-linearization scheme is next set up by linearizing the
state/eostate system along with the transversality condition
about nominal trajectories.3
A computer code was written on a VAX 117750 serial
machine to evaluate the quasi-linearization-integrating matrix
algorithm. Figure 1 gives the results of this numerical study
for the boost-glide missile trajectory problem for the following boundary conditions.
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Initial conditions: /z(0) = 20000m, V(0) = lOOQm/s,
"y(0) = 0deg

The Principal Minor Test
for Semidefinite Matrices

Final conditions: h(9) = 19000m, j(9) = 0 deg
In this particular example, a step size of one second was
chosen and a third-degree Newton integrating matrix was
employed. The initial guess trajectories for the states were
chosen as constants. The initial guesses on costates were
generated using an adjoint-control transformation similar to
that given in Ref. 12. The quasi-linearization convergence factor € was gradually increased from 0.001 in the first iteration
to unity in the 14th iteration. The solutions given in Fig. 1
have been compared with those obtained from a nonlinear
programming approach and have been found consistent.

Conclusions
The quasi-linearization alogirithm using the integrating
matrix approach described in this paper reduces the nonlinear
two-point boundary-value problem to a series of linear
algebraic systems and is highly suited for implementation on
parallel computing machines. The efficacy of this algorithm
was illustrated for a boost-glide missile trajectory optimization on a serial computing machine. This approach can also be
used for solving multipoint boundary-value problems and
systems with state-costate discontinuities. Mechanization of
this algortihm on state-of-the-art parallel processors will be of
future interest.
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P

OSITIVE definite and positive semidefinite (also called
nonnegatiye definite) real quadratic and Hermitian forms
play important roles in many control and dynamics applications. A quadratic form q=xTAx and its associated real symmetric n xn matrix A are termed positive definite if q>0 for
all #5^0, and positive semidefinite if <7>0 for all jc. The eigenvalues of a positive definite (semidefinite) matrix are all
positive (nonnegative).
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A practical test for positive definiteness that does not require explicit calculation of the eigenvalues is the principal
minor test. The Ath leading principal minor is the determinant
formed by deleting the last n — k rows and columns of the
matrix. A necessary and sufficient condition that a symmetric
n xn matrix be positive definite is that all n leading principal
minors A£ are positive.1
However, the analogous statement that a necessary and sufficient condition that a matrix be positive semidefinite is that
all n leading principal minors are nonnegative is not true, yet
this statement is found in some textbooks and reference
books. Greenwood2 states that if one or more of the leading
principal minors are zero, but none are negative, then the
matrix is positive semidefinite. This is disproved by the examples in this Note. Brogan3 states that a test for positive
semidefiniteness is that all of the leading principal minors are
nonnegative, which incorrectly implies that if this test is
satisfied, the matrix is positive semidefinite. Wiberg4 provides
the analogous condition for a Hermitian matrix, namely, that
it is positive semidefinite, if, and only if, all of the leading
principal minors are nonnegative.
As a trivial example consider the matrix
A=

0 0
0 -1
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value of all possible principal minors. However, if all n
leading principal minors of a matrix are nonnegative, with one
or more having a zero value, all m principal minors must be
shown to be nonnegative in order to guarantee that the matrix
is positive semidefinite.
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(1)

Both leading principal minors are zero and hence nonnegative,
but the matrix is obviously not positive semidefinite. One
eigenvalue is zero, the other is -1.
Another example is the 3 x 3 symmetric matrix:

Nomenclature

1 1 1

Cs

1 1 1
1 1 a

(2)

dm
g=(gX>8y,8Z)T

The leading principal minors are nonnegative (A 1 = l,
A2 = A3 =0), but the matrix is not positive semidefinite. This
can be verified by calculating the value of the quadratic
form q = xTAx, where xT=[xlx2x3] as q=(xl + x2+x3)2
+(a-\)x%. By inspection, one can guarantee #>0 for all jc
only if a > 1. For example, if a < 1, vectors in the plane
*i+*2+*3 = 0 yield #<0. Note, however, that the values of
the leading principal minors are independent of the value a.
It is easily shown that all of the leading principal minors of a
positive semidefinite matrix are nonnegative, for example, by
considering vectors x having the last n — k elements equal to
zero. Thus, the condition that A^. >0 is apparently a necessary
but not a sufficient condition for positive semidefiniteness. In
order to state a condition that is also sufficient, one must consider principal minors Dk formed by deleting any n — k rows
and corresponding columns. The correct necessary and sufficient condition is that all possible principal minors are
nonnegative.
As an example, consider the matrix in Eq. (1). If one
calculates the principal minors Dk formed by deleting the first
rather than last n — k rows and columns, one finds that
Dl- -I and D2-^9 which clearly violates the condition. In
the same manner, the principal minors of the matrix in Eq. (2)
are Dl-a> D^-a— 1, and Z> 3 =0, satisfying the condition
only if a > 1.
For an n x n matrix that are (£) principal minors Dk, where
(?) is the binomial coefficient n\/(n-k)\k\. The total
number of principal minors is then

m=

(3)

Thus, m = 1 for n = 3, and m = 15 for n = 4, indicating that appreciably more computation may be required to determine the

g

G
G

*xy>*xz>*yz
J
/

m

R=(x,y,z)T
R
V
U±(UxfUy,

u

p-(px,pv,pz)

T7

ggy>TTggz> V

-Ca to Cs transformation matrix
= attracting body coordinate system
= spacecraft coordinate system
= differential mass
= gravitational force
= components of g in Ca
- gravitational acceleration
= gravity gradient dyadic
= gravity gradient matrix in Ca
= 3 x 3 identity matrix
= spacecraft moments of inertia
= spacecraft products of inertia
= spacecraft inertia dyadic
= components of J in C5
= spacecraft mass
= magnitude of/?
= components of I? in Ca
- location of dm
- location of spacecraft mass center
= components of U in Ca
= unit vector in the direction of R
= eigenvalues of G, /= 1,2,3
= gravitational parameter of attracting
body
= components of p in Cs
= location of dm relative to spacecraft
mass center
components of rgg in Cs
gravitational moment
gravity gradient torque
gravitational potential
components of ^/ in Cs, i= 1,2,3
components of ^ in Ca, i= 1,2,3
eigenvectors of G, /= 1,2,3
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